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Project background
•

Demand-Driven Acquisition (DDA), also known as Patron-Driven
Acquisition (PDA), is a model widely used for e-book acquisitions.

•

At the time when Kent State University Libraries (KSUL) started its ebook pilot project, DDA was still relatively new and libraries largely
adopted it without an established guideline for best practices.

•

At the same time, while there are large amounts of data associated with
DDA, such data have not been well explored for assessment and decisionmaking.
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The KSUL e-book pilot project
KSUL introduced a DDA-based e-book acquisition pilot
project in January 2012 with the following components:

a.

a selected discovery pool of e-book records
which are uploaded into the library catalog;

b.

the catalog which patrons use to discover ebooks and follow links to access full-text on the
ebrary server;

c.

a pre-set threshold for e-book usage, which
when reached will automatically trigger e-book
purchases (10-10-1-1-1: any of 10 page views, 10
minutes, 1 copy, 1 print, or 1 download); and,

d.

a method to track e-book triggers and usage.

e-book discovery records
uploaded to library catalog

Used

Purchased
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Questions for assessment and decision-making
(1) How do DDA e-book acquisitions serve the needs
of library users?

(2) Is DDA cost-effective as an acquisition model?
(3) Does short-term loan (STL) make sense to us?
(4) How do users discover and access e-books, and

how can e-book discovery tools be improved?
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Evaluation approaches and principles

•

Focus on users and their use of the library collection as key
measures.

•

Rationale -- If the goal of e-book acquisition is for use and for users,
usage data should be an important part in the assessment and budget
justification.

•

Adopt a comparative approach
o

print books vs. e-books

o

different implementation scenarios
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Data sources – Acquisition, circulation, and usage data
•

Same sample size for both e-books and print books available for use at the
beginning of the pilot in January 2012  22,018 e-books in the e-book
discovery pool and 20,030 print books in the comparison sample.

•

Print books: Acquisition and circulation data retrieved from the library’s
integrated library system (ILS) Millennium, Innovative Interfaces, Inc.

•

e-books: ebrary’s trigger reports, title reports

•

Limitations:
o

Millennium ILS can only yield cumulated circulation data for print books.

o

The time duration of print books in use is longer than that of most e-books.
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Data sources – Library catalog logs

•

The discovery pool of e-book records in the catalog is the
primary gateway for DDA e-books.

•

An analysis of transaction logs of the catalog is critical to
examining e-book discovery and use.

•

We extracted all transactions of DDA e-books from the
catalog logs to examine user activities.
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Finding 1
Purchased DDA e-books receive more active use than print books
•

Compared to DDA e-books, print
books have a much higher
percentage of no uses and one-time
uses:
o

Print books: 37.5% not circulated
and 12.7% one-time use

o

e-books: 0.2% no use rate and 0.4%
one-time use after purchase

•

Print books: purchased for potential
use

•

e-books: purchased based on actual
usage with benefit of free use below
threshold
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Finding 2
DDA e-book acquisitions are cost-effective
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Finding 3
STLs would cost us more
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Finding 3
STLs would cost us more (continued 1)
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Finding 3
STLs would cost us more (continued 2)
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Finding 4
Library catalog as a discovery and access tool for ebooks needs improvement
•

e-book usage is higher when catalog search and full bibliographic record display occurs before
purchase triggering.

•

Also, e-book use linked to full catalog searches tends to be both more intense and less
accidental.

•

The number of clicks before e-book triggering has a strong relationship with the intensity of
use.

•

Surprisingly, 28% of users triggering a DDA purchase bypassed the catalog or the full
bibliographic record information.
 Any purchase without prior interaction with the local catalog may not necessarily be a
justified purchase when there are other similar books in the catalog that could fit user needs
better or just as well.
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Conclusions and lessons learned (1)
Let data tell the story
o

make informed-decisions vs. follow common practices

o

STL vs. non-STL

o

assumptions vs. surprises

o

what-if scenario analysis as a simulation, save time and
cost!
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Conclusions and lessons learned (2)
Need measures and benchmark for comparisons
o

total vs. average

o

total vs. unit measures

o

print vs. e-book

o

one-time shot vs. annual vs. longitudinal
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Conclusions and lessons learned (3)
Dive into data, sort it out, find the thread to pull data from different sources –
merging e-book reports

B+C

A+B+C
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Dive into data, sort it out, find the thread to pull data from different sources –
extracting e-book transaction logs

ALL catalog
transaction logs

e-book
transaction logs

e-book trigger
report
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Thank you!
Questions?
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